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Abstract: One of the three most important components of the effective work of an organization or
enterprise in the energy sector is properly organized staff work. Thus, all the risks arising in this
process should be given proper consideration. Conventional methods can hardly be of any assistance,
which is why this paper proposes the innovative rapidly adaptive model for the evaluation of existing
risks and the forecasting of emerging ones due to the COVID-19 pandemic in modern personnel
management. The model employs a probability theory and applies it to four major risk groups, which
are related to many factors. It also describes the methods of mitigating these risks. This made it
possible to improve personnel management efficiency, thus offsetting the adverse consequences of
the COVID-19 pandemic.
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1. Introduction

The eighth global goal of sustainable development is to ensure decent work and eco-
nomic growth by 2030. Economic growth primarily depends on the success of enterprises
and organizations in important sectors of the economy [1–5]. The success of enterprises is
measured by the amount of profits received, whereas the number of goals and objectives
met indicates success for non-profit organizations [6]. The authors of the work [7] showed
that the most dangerous issues facing sustainable development are the risks associated
with the sphere of work and the health of the population. The authors built a model of the
concentration of social risks that affect sustainable development. However, risks related to
staff were not considered in detail. Today, it is widely understood that all of them, in turn,
directly depend on skillful personnel management. It is this line of business, along with an
adequately developed strategy and proper work with consumers, that form the basis for
everything else [6,8].

Today, the concept of personnel management includes the following areas of work
within human resources:

1. Planning.
2. Formation.
3. Redistribution.
4. Rational use.
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Developing a loyal attitude to the company, which is based on the nurturing of internal
corporate culture and suppression of negativity in cases of dismissal can be considered
a separate application area. Moreover, all areas of staffing are not separate, but intercon-
nected, creating a personnel management system. When using such a system of personnel
management, a synergistic effect is achieved, which significantly exceeds the usual total
effect [9].

In the process of the organization’s activities, especially in difficult conditions, risks
are created that threaten its financial and economic security [2,4,5]. In order to reduce
their consequences or their full level, these risks should be predicted and assessed in time.
This is especially important for organizations that work in important sectors of a country’s
economy and provide normal living conditions for the population. Therefore, the purpose
of the article is to propose an innovative fast-adaptive model for assessing existing risks and
forecasting new ones arising as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic in modern personnel
management in the organization of the energy sector.

To achieve this goal, the following tasks were set:

1. To propose a list of risks that may arise in personnel management in the organization
of energy sector.

2. To build an innovative rapidly adaptive model for the evaluation of existing risks and
forecasting of emerging ones due to the COVID-19 pandemic in modern personnel
management.

3. To use the developed model to estimate the total risk associated with personnel
management in the organization of energy sector.

The set goal is also conditioned by the lack of tools for adequate assessment of rapidly
changing risks that arise as a result of complex conditions, in particular, a pandemic. After
all, in the works related to the study of the impact of the pandemic on the activities of the
organization, new strategies for personnel management system, risk management strategies,
and risks of COVID-19 infection were considered. At the same time, the assessment of
existing risks and forecasting the emergence of new ones in connection with the COVID-19
pandemic in personnel management was not considered. This direction is very important
for the correct choice of risk-mitigation strategy.

In the article [10], the authors developed a conceptual framework for a human re-
sources management strategy based on data from the literature to combat the COVID-19
pandemic. It was based on flexibility, strengthening internal efficiency, attracting talent,
and implementing innovative changes based on organizational assessment, and is neces-
sary for uninterrupted business operations. However, the effects of risks were not taken
into account.

The authors of the works [6,10–13] established that in the context of the global COVID-
19 pandemic, the risks facing the effective functioning of the personnel management
system increase significantly as organizations and enterprises operate in conditions of
high uncertainty. The authors of the works [1,14] emphasized that the risks in personnel
activities are dominant among all other risks, and the risks of the effective functioning of
the personnel management system are particularly sensitive to the influence of even minor
factors. The impact of COVID-19 on personnel safety indicators was considered in detail in
the work [14]. This work also built a model for assessing the level of personnel security
during difficult conditions. However, all risks affecting the organization’s personnel were
not taken into account. Considerable attention was paid to personnel turnover, including
personnel losses due to morbidity and mortality.

It should be noted that models that assess the risk of infecting personnel in the
workplace [12], as well as the overall risks to businesses during the COVID-19 pandemic,
have already been developed [15]. There are descriptive works on the impact of the
pandemic on staff work [6,16–21]. However, there are no models that take into account
all risk groups in personnel management, so the goal was to build a highly adaptive,
high-precision model for assessing existing risks and forecasting new ones in personnel
management, taking into account all risks arising in the workflow.
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Given the need for not only the rapid but also correct prediction of these risks, we
have developed a highly adaptive model for assessing existing risks and predicting the
emergence of new ones in personnel management [6].

2. Materials and Methods

The Delphi expert assessment method was used to create a list of risks that may arise in
personnel management (personnel risks). The experts were 6 doctors of economic sciences
and 4 associate professors—employees of higher educational institutions in Poland and
Ukraine. Each of them made an individual assessment of the table with lists of risks in
personnel management formed by the authors. This table was created by the authors of this
study based on a review of literary sources with the possibility of adding factors that affect
the level of personnel security. At the same time, the suggestion was made to evaluate the
influence of factors on personnel risks on a scale from 0 to 1, with 0—showing influence,
1—very strong influence. To determine a single list of risks, which is ensured by personnel
management according to experts’ assessments, the arithmetic mean method, taking into
account the weighting factor, is used. For a doctor of economic sciences, the weighting
factor was 2, and for an associate professor it was 1. Acceptability of the expressed opinions
was achieved by evaluations with repeated clarifications, which were carried out 5 times
until a consensus of experts was reached. At the same time, the degree of unanimity of
experts was 5, which confirms the high accuracy of the obtained results.

For building a model for forecasting and assessing the risks associated with personnel
management, the methods of scientific analysis, logical synthesis, scientific abstraction, and
generalization were used. The results of expert assessments using the Delphi method were
taken as a list of risks that arise in personnel management. Dialectical and formal–logical
methods were used to interpret the results.

The assessment of the total risk associated with personnel management was carried
out in an energy sector organization with a medium-sized vertical linear organizational
structure with 210 employees.

3. Results

Using the method of expert assessments, it was established that all risks related to
personnel management can be divided into 4 groups:

1. Wrong choice of personnel policy.
2. Poor selection of staff.
3. Improperly designed staff motivation system.
4. Insufficient protection of information that is unacceptable for dissemination.

Risks associated with the wrong choice of personnel policy include risks associated
with unreasonable prioritization of personnel management strategies. They are usually
related to internal factors, namely:

1. Erroneous assessment of short-term and long-term plans for the implementation of
development strategy by top managers.

2. Incorrectly assessed prospects for the development of the organization or incorrect
assessment of its financial condition and capabilities.

3. Selected management style.
4. Inclusion in the personnel policy of those areas of activity that are unfeasible or

ineffective at this stage of the life cycle of the organization due to certain reasons.

When developing the model, the condition was used that all random risks constitute a
single set of risks in each subgroup. In this case, each risk is random and is characterized by
a mathematical expectation and standard deviation, i.e., the degree of deviation from the
expected value. Each risk is characterized by the event that causes this risk, the probability
of the risk, and the consequences that this risk can cause (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. A scheme for developing a model for forecasting and assessing the risks associated with
personnel management. Source: Compiled by the authors.

According to our model, the expert assesses all the risks that may arise using Table 1
and puts them in a set or a matrix of risks (X1, X2, X3, . . . , Xn) for each of the four risk
groups. Risks have the property of additivity. In this case, the expert assessment of risk
probability is estimated by a dimensionless value from 0 to 1, taking into account similar
cases or expert judgment. It should be noted that the expert must have sufficient practical
experience in qualitative risk assessment.

To simplify the work of the expert, each group of risks in Table 1 is divided into
subgroups, according to risk assessment. Each of these subgroups is affected by external
and internal factors, and the risks themselves are accidental or non-accidental. When
calculating the proposed model, it is necessary to take into account that the action of one
factor can cause a chain reaction resulting in additional risks. While internal risk factors can
be managed, the external ones are management-exempt. These external risk factors are the
key to determining the degree of risk. It should be noted that when unforeseen situations
occur, such as, for example, the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, this unforeseen
factor adds additional risks to all the already-existing risks. This results, in particular, in
additional staff losses due to increased staff turnover, or a possible sharp change both in the
vector of the organization’s development and its rate. The effects of COVID-19, according
to our model, belong to external risks, thus directly affecting the first group of risks and
having an indirect influence on the second and third groups.

When working with the model, it is necessary to impartially identify existing risks
from the proposed list, assess the level of their threat, and, following the recommendations,
develop methods for their reduction or offsetting.
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Table 1. A list of risks that may arise in personnel management.

Risk Group Risks Maximum Frequency of
Occurrence (from 0 to 1)

Action Needed to
Eliminate or Offset

Wrong choice of
personnel policy

Incorrect assessment of short-term
and long-term plans for the
implementation of development
strategy by top managers

quite often 0.75

Monitoring and regulation of
short-term and long-term plans for the
implementation of development
strategy by at least 3 experts

Incorrectly assessed prospects for
the development of the
organization or (incorrectly
assessed) its financial condition
and capabilities

quite often 0.75

Continuous monitoring of the
financial condition of the organization
by at least 3 experts.
Monthly assessment of the
organization development prospects
by at least 3 experts. Under adverse
circumstances the assessment is done
every 2 weeks

Inappropriate management style
(autocratic, democratic, liberal) often 0.5

Uniform management style which is
adopted at the meetings of top
managers of the organization,
depending on the goals and stage of
the life cycle of the organization.
When the situation changes, the
management style is reviewed at the
meeting of top managers.

Inclusion in the personnel policy
of those areas of activity that are,
due to certain reasons, unfeasible
or ineffective at this stage of the
life cycle of the organization

quite often 0.75 Involvement of at least 3 experts in the
selection of new areas of activity.

Poor selection of staff

Lack of professionalism of the
organization’s recruiter often 0.5 Evaluate the recruiter’s efficiency once

a month or less if necessary.

Lack of professionalism of the
employment agency staff often 0.5

Evaluate the effectiveness of the
employment agency personnel once a
month or less, depending on the need.

Improperly designed staff
motivation system

Motivation system is established
without taking into account the
employees’ system of values

often 0.5
Involvement of highly qualified HR
managers in the development of the
motivation system.

Unfair motivation system quite often 0.75

Involvement of highly qualified HR
managers in the development of the
motivation system. Review of the
motivation system for each employee
at least once a year.

Low-quality motivation system often 0.5
Involvement of highly qualified HR
managers in the development of the
motivation system.

Insufficient motivation compared
to major competitors less often 0.25

Involvement of highly qualified HR
managers in the development of the
motivation system. Continuous
monitoring of the situation with
motivation in the industry.

Insufficient protection of
information that is unacceptable
for dissemination

Lack of a precise system of
information protection often 0.5

Establishment of an organizational
department that deals with the
protection of information that
constitutes a trade secret

Lack of clearly identified
information that is subject to
protection against disclosure

quite often 0.75

Establishment of an organizational
department that deals with the
protection of information that
constitutes a trade secret

Source: Compiled by the authors.
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Based on the results of the expert’s assessment of the risks that may arise, the amount
of damage is estimated. The amount of damage is a random variable and is calculated as a
general distribution function:

F(x) = ∑n
1 P(Xi < x)· f (y), i = 1, 2, . . . , n (1)

where x is a real number; P(X < x) is the probability of accidental risk (X < x), X is the
magnitude of the risk, f (y)—estimated income from activities.

Since the distribution function is arbitrary, the problem is reduced to being nonparametric.
Using the central limit theorem of probability theory, the nonparametric lower con-

fidence limit for mathematical expectation is the mean value of a random risk, which is
calculated taking into account the probability of each of its values, and in our case is written
as follows:

X−U(p)s0/n1/2, (2)

where X—selective arithmetic mean;
p is the confidence probability (the true value of the mathematical expectation is

between the lower confidence limit and the upper confidence limit with a probability that
is equal to the confidence probability);

U(p) in model is a number given by the equality Φ(U(p)) = (1 + p)/2, where Φ(x) is a
function of the standard normal distribution with mathematical expectation 0 and variance
1. s0 is the sample standard deviation.

The nonparametric upper confidence limit for mathematical expectation appears as
follows:

X+U(p)s0/n1/2, (3)

It should be noted that the mathematical expectation of a random variable contains
quite significant but incomplete information about the random variable of risk. While
informing about the mean value of a random risk, it does not provide any information on
the parameter spread of random values of risk relative to this mean. A variance was used
to estimate these values. A point estimate of the variance is a sample variance. Confidence
limits are found by the formula:

d2
i =

mi − ((n − 1)/ni·si)

n
, (4)

where mi is the sample i-th central moment, which is calculated as:

mi = ((X1 − X)
i
+ (X2 − X)

i
+ . . . + (Xn − X)

i
)/n (5)

The lower confidence limit for the variance of a random variable is as follows:

s−0 − U(p)d, (6)

where s2
0—selective variance;

U(p) is the quantile of the normal order distribution (1 + p)/2;
d—square root of d2

i .
The upper confidence limit for the variance of a random variable appears as follows:

s2
0 + U(p)d. (7)

The point estimate is the sample standard deviation. The variance of the random
variable, which is the selected standard deviation s0, is estimated in our model as a fraction:

d2/4s2
0 (8)
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The lower confidence limit for the standard deviation of the initial random variable is
presented as:

s0−U(p)d/2s0 (9)

where s2
0—selective variance;

U(p) is the quantile of the normal order distribution (1 + p)/2;
d—square root of d2

i [8].
The upper confidence limit for the standard deviation of the initial random variable

appears as follows:
s0+U(p)d/2s0, (10)

The application of such an approach enabled us to make the model rapidly adaptable
and accurate due to the application of the probability theory approach, further allowing
us to take the risks that clearly affect the organization’s activities as a basis, as they were
determined by experts. In addition, the model takes into account the influence of each
risk, which increases the accuracy of forecasting, which is a positive difference from other
models, which were also based on the theory of probability. An additional feature of the
built model is the overlay of the upper and lower confidence limit for the variance of a
random variable appearing, which also increases the accuracy of forecasting.

The proposed model evaluated the total risk associated with personnel management
in the organization of energy sector. The expert assessment of all risks in personnel
management in the organization of the energy company is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Expert assessment of all risks that arise in personnel management in the organization of the
energy company during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Risk Group Risks Risk Magnitude from 0 to 1 Action Needed to Eliminate
or Offset

Wrong personnel policy strategy

Incorrect assessment of the
seriousness of the COVID-19
pandemic’s impact on the
implementation of short-term and
long-term plans for development
strategy by top managers

0.25

Monitoring and regulation of
short-term and long-term plans,
depending on the situation, i.e., the
development of the pandemic, by at
least 3 experts: the Director of
Strategic Development, the Head of
the Human Resources Department,
and the Personnel Manager

Incorrectly assessed prospects for
the development of the
organization under the influence
of the COVID-19 pandemic or
incorrect assessment of its
financial condition and
capabilities

0.4

Continuous monitoring of the
financial condition of the organization
by at least 3 experts once a month:
Head of Accounting, Director of
Strategic Development, and Head of
Marketing.
Under adverse circumstances, the
assessment should be performed
every 2 weeks.

Inappropriate management style
(autocratic, democratic, liberal) 0.6 The management style in the

organization must be autocratic.

Inclusion in the personnel policy
of those areas of activity that, due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, are
not feasible or are ineffective at
this stage of the organization’s life
cycle

0.6

Involvement of at least 3 experts in the
selection of new areas or options for
action, as the COVID-19 pandemic
imposed extra difficulties on the
situation prediction process, thus
forcing the administration to postpone
a lot of pre-planned activities or
conduct them online.
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Table 2. Cont.

Risk Group Risks Risk Magnitude from 0 to 1 Action Needed to Eliminate
or Offset

Poor selection of staff

Lack of professionalism of the
organization’s recruiter or the
need for recruitment in a very
limited time

0.2

Since the recruitment process in this
organization is organized at a high
level, the COVID-19 pandemic-caused
risk can occur only if the majority of
the personnel department employees
or those responsible for peopleware
become ill. Therefore, it is necessary to
possibly fully automate all personnel
selection and personnel management
processes. It should be noted that
extensive work is being done in this
direction.

Improperly designed staff
motivation system

Company’s motivation system
has been unreasonably
established without taking into
account the employees’ systems
of values

0.2

It is necessary to speed up the
development of the corporate culture.
Work in this direction is underway;
however, there is a risk that the
COVID-19 pandemic might somewhat
hinder it.

Unfair motivation system 0.3

Due to the large number of employees,
there may be situations regarding the
fair distribution of premiums and
bonuses. To reduce this risk, it is
necessary to inform staff about the
results of work even more widely.

Low-quality motivation system 0.3

It is necessary to expand the system of
motivation by adding a non-material
component to it. For this purpose,
highly qualified HR managers should
be involved in the development of the
motivation system.

Insufficient motivation compared
to major competitors 0.3

Since this organization is private and
is located in Lviv, where salaries and
overall material incentives are not
higher, it naturally has less
opportunities in this area. However,
the involvement of highly qualified
and efficient HR managers with
proper skills in the motivation system
improvement process can make it
possible to reinforce material
incentives with nonfinancial ones. In
any case, the situation with
motivation in the industry should be
constantly monitored.

Insufficient protection of
information that is unacceptable
for dissemination

Lack of a clear system of
information protection 0.1

The organization has a department
that effectively protects information,
so the risks are minimal.

Lack of clearly identified
information that is subject to
protection against disclosure

0.1
The organization has a department
that effectively protects information,
so the risks are minimal.

High staff turnover due to the
COVID-19 pandemic

A high percentage of seriously ill
workers 0.1

Protective screens are installed in
every department, staff work in
masks, and vaccination is constantly
carried out, all of which minimize the
risks at this stage of the pandemic.

Source: Compiled by the authors.

Based on the results of an expert assessment of the risks that may arise, the amount
of damages has been determined. It amounted to EUR 132 in losses in 1 month. To assess
the reliability of the model, after 1 month, the actual loss of the energy organization was
estimated. It amounted to EUR 130.
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4. Discussion

As the results of the expert assessment of all risks affecting personnel management
showed, four groups of risks are the most significant. The risk of poor recruitment depends
largely on the professionalism of the recruiter or recruitment agencies whose services the
organization uses. This indicator is also influenced by the time factor. Ideally, the time
allotted for finding new staff should neither be too short nor too long. In the first case,
there is a risk of closing the vacancy by staff who meet the minimum requirements or the
vacancy will remain open in case of the shortage of such specialists on the labor market. In
the second case, there is a risk of losing the required applicant due to interview procedure
prolongations or a relaxed search pace. In case these risks turn into reality, both the first
and the second scenario result in financial losses for the organization. These losses occur
not only due to overspending on personnel selection procedures, but also due to the lack
of income that could have been generated by employee’s professional activities, had the
position been taken.

Risks of loss are also associated with improper staff motivation. If the motivation
system of competitors is better set up and operating better than that of the organization,
then there is a high probability that the best employees can be headhunted at any time. The
consequence of this will be the need to find a replacement in a very limited time frame, or a
high risk of passing confidential information about the organization to competitors. If the
information that constitutes a trade secret for the organization is not sufficiently protected
and is available to a larger number of people than needed, the risk of its transmission to the
interested circle of people also increases significantly. It will also inevitably lead to financial
losses and even more to the bankruptcy of the organization.

Analyzing the experts’ assessment of the risks presented in Table 2 that affect personnel
during the COVID-19 pandemic in a medium-sized energy sector organization, a number
of features should be noted. In the most threatening period, the staff, together with
administrative and auxiliary personnel, was at half duty, and during the full lockdown
they worked in their homes and in the office. In an attempt to streamline the organization
of work in new conditions, the management had to review the work of the virtual learning
environment in the shortest possible terms, as server overloads resulted in frequent failures.
This issue was successfully resolved without delays. In addition, there is the threat of
increased staff turnover due to more frequent cases of disease. This risk was also dealt
with almost instantly, and resulted in the introduction of strict control over quarantine
requirements, placement of disinfectors, and the installation of protective screens in the
administrative staff offices [11].

Using the law of risk additivity, taking into account the variance and mathematical
expectations, it was found that the total risk associated with personnel management is 0.19,
which characterizes the organization of this energy company as a stable organization that
has arranged its work with staff at a very high level. Even the worst-case scenario of the
situation caused by the COVID-19 pandemic did not cause significant financial damage
to this organization. During the pandemic, this organization suffered insignificant losses
compared to the amount of profit. On the one hand, this is due to a properly constructed
management system and the effective work of its top managers, and on the other hand it is
due to the peculiarity of the industry in which it operates. The small losses that did occur
are related to the type of risk management system, which is an integrated type. This type is
characterized by a relatively slow reaction to instantaneous influences and therefore needs
to be replaced.

After analyzing the open report on the activities of the organization, it is established
that the assessment according to our model is accurate. Comparing the forecasted data for 1
month with the real data showed that the prediction error was 1.5%, which is a completely
acceptable value for modeling and confirms the acceptable degree of adequacy of the model.
This proves that our mathematical model can be used to solve practical problems.

To reduce the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the organization’s performance,
its top managers and the HR team should take care of the following:
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1. Clearly control the compliance of the organization’s short-term and long-term devel-
opment plans to the current situation;

2. Apply personnel management methods, taking into account the principles of empathy;
3. Use enhanced control over the implementation of tasks, especially in the case of

remote work from home;
4. Review the existing system of staff motivation;
5. Involve additional staff training.

It should be noted that the proposed model for evaluating existing and forecasting
emerging risks can be used for other organizations in various industries. However, they
must have a vertical linear type of organizational structure. This is related to taking risks
into account and countering them. The limitation of the application of the model is the
incompetence of the experts who perform the assessment, as they will not be able to
correctly assess the risk magnitude.

5. Conclusions

1. Based on the results of the Delphi evaluation, the main of risks in the organization of
the energy sphere are: wrong choice of personnel policy; poor selection of staff; improperly
designed staff motivation system; insufficient protection of information that is unacceptable
for dissemination.

2. An innovative fast-adaptive model for assessing existing and forecasting the emer-
gence of new risks in connection with the COVID-19 pandemic has been built to determine
losses in modern personnel management. The model is based on expert assessment and
probability theory. It differs from previous models in the application of risk restrictions
and the need for expert evaluation.

3. It was found that the total risk associated with personnel management in the
organization of the energy sector is 0.19. The level of loss is EUR 132, which is not a
significant amount compared to the level of profit of the organization. This characterizes
the company as a stable organization that has arranged its work with its staff at a very high
level. The difference in the predicted and actual amount of losses is 1.5%. This confirms the
possibility of applying the proposed model in practice.

The proposed model can be used for the assessment of existing and forecasting of
emerging new risks due to the COVID-19 pandemic in modern personnel management
in all industries for organizations with a vertical linear organizational structure. This will
make it possible to predict and assess risks affecting personnel quickly and accurately.
As a result, this will significantly increase the personnel security of the organization or
enterprise, which means it will increase their financial and economic security.

In the future, our proposed model can be used as a basis for software to reduce the risks
to the effective functioning of personnel management in conditions of high uncertainty.
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